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Abstract. A nonlinear,compressible,
spectralcollocationcode is employed
to examine gravity wave breaking in two and three spatial dimensions. Two-

dimensional
resultsexhibita structureconsistent
with previouseffortsand suggest
waveinstabilityoccursvia convective
rolls alignednormalto the gravity wave
motion(uniformin the spanwise
direction).Three-dimensionM
resultsdemonstrate,
in contrast,that the preferredmodeof instabilityis a seriesof counterrotating
vorticesorientedalongthe gravity wave motion, elongatedin the streamwise
direction,•nd confinedto the regionof convectiveinstability within the wave

field. Comparison
of the two-dimensional
results(averaged
spanwise)
for both
two- and three-dimensional
simulationsrevealsthat vortexgenerationcontributes
to much more rapid wave field evolutionand decay,with rapid restorationof
near-adiabatic
lapseratesand strongerconstraints
on waveenergyand momentum
fluxes. These results also demonstrate that two-dimensional models are unable to

describe
properlythe physics
or the consequences
of the wavebreakingprocess,
at
leastfor the flow parametersexaminedin this study. The evolutionand structure

of the three-dimensional
instability,its influences
on the gravitywavefield, and
the subsequent
transitionto quasi-isotropic
small-scale
motionsare the subjects
of
companion
papersby Frittset M. (thisissue)andIsleret al. (thisissue).
Introduction

1972]. Theseeffortswereextendedas our understandAtmosphericgravity waveswere first studied in connection with airflow over orography and atmospheric
fluctuations at greater altitudes several decadesago.
More recently, they have enjoyed a resurgenceof interest with the recognitionof their major role in the
transportsof energyand momentumthroughoutthe atmosphere. This interest has focusedon the wave-wave
and wave-meanflow interactions accompanyingwave
propagationaswell asthe processes
actingto limit wave
amplitudesand control their spectralcharacter. An important componentof this latter work was the attempt
to understand the effects of wave field instability on
wave amplitudes, turbulent diffusion, and the convergencesof wave energy and momentum fluxes accompanying dissipation.

Initial studies addressedthe potential for gravity

ing of gravity wave transports and filtering improved

[Holton,1982; Dunkerton,1982; Garcia and Solomon,
1985; Palmer et al., 1986; McFarlane, 1987; Mcintyre,

1989]. Other studiesexaminedwavestructure,evolution, and dissipationnear a critical level [Hazel, 1967;
Fritts, 1979, 1982; Winters and D'Asaro, 1989; Dun-

kertonand Robins,1992]or the moregeneralevolution
of a gravity wave increasingin amplitude as density

decreases
[Fritts, 1985; Dunkerton,1987; Walterscheid
and Schubert,1990; Huang et al., 1992]. In all these
studies,however,wavepropagationand instability were

assumedto be two-dimensional
(2-D), with all motions
confinedto the plane of wave propagation. Only more
recently have gravity wave studies included consider-

ation of three-dimensional
(3-D) effectsand instability structures in atmosphericand oceanicapplications

wave momentum transports and their effects due to

[Clark andFarley,1984; WintersandRiley,1992; Winwavedissipation[Bretherton,1969;HoltonandLindzen, ters andD'Asaro,1993].
There is, nevertheless,extensiveliterature on 3-D instability and transition to 3-D structure in free shear
or convectivelayers which has relevance to our simu-
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Plate 1. Potential temperature isosurfacewithin the region of wave breaking for the threedimensionalsimulation at t - 60 and 65 showingthe emergenceof instability structures. Wave
propagation and positive x are toward the right.

Itelmholtz (KH) instabilitiesand of their generation stability. To enable the reader to appreciate the justifiprocesseswere provided in laboratory studies by Brow-

and and Troutt [1980, 1985], Breidenthal[19811,Jimemez[19831,Bernal and Roshko[1980],and Lasheras
et al. [1986]. Parallel theoreticaland modelingstudies by Pierrehumbertand Widnall [1982],Nagata and
Busse[1983],Klassenand Peltlet [1985],and Melcalfe
et al. [1987]examinedthe possiblemodesof instability
and their relative importance under variousflow conditions. Similar efforts addressedinstability processesin

cation for sucha study, we presentin Plate 1 the potential temperature surfacein the region of wave breaking
at two times during transition to instability structures
in the 3-D simulation. Our effort parallels in some re-

spectsa similar study by Winters and D'Asaro [1993]
of the 3-D evolution of a gravity wave near a critical
level in an ocean environment

at lower resolution.

This paper is organizedin the followingmanner. Our
model formulation is presentedin detail in section2, as
shearedconvection[Busseand Clever,1979;Cleverand this representsthe first application of the model in its
Busse,1992].
current configuration. A high-resolution2-D simulaThe purpose of this seriesof papers is to explore the tion of gravity wave breaking is presentedin section3
3-D evolution and instability of a breakinggravity wave for comparisonwith the 3-D evolution discussedin secwith a high-resolutionnumericalmodel. Specifically,we tion 4. Section 5 presentsthe momentum flux profiles
will (1) contrastthis evolutionwith that obtainedwith and the resulting mean flow evolution observedin the
an equivalent2-D model;(2) evaluatethe effectsof 3-D 2-D and 3-D simulationsand addressesthe applicability
instability on wave propagation,amplitude growth, and of 2-D models to wave instability problems. Our comenergyandmomentumfluxes;and(3) examinethe scale parisonof wave field evolutionsin 2-D and 3-D is sumselection,spectral character, and growth of the 3-D in- marized in section 6. The companion papers by Frills
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e! al. [thisissue]and Islet e! al. [thisissue]extendthis

A(x,y,z,t) -

analysisand focus, respectively,on the spectral evolution and structure of, and the energy and momentum

E

E a,m,
(t)

!-----N• ]2 m-----Ny]2 n-O

transportsby, the transverse
(ky • 0) 3-D instability

ßexp{2•ri(/x+ rny))T. (z),

and the subsequenttransition to small-scaleisotropic
structure.

Model

E
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where the alrnn are complex coefficientsand

(z) -

Formulation

(3)

is the Chebyshevpolynomial of order n. The domain of
definitionof the basisfunctionsis 0 _• x < 2•r, 0 _• y <
2•r, and -1 _• z _• 1. The computational domains are

Basic Equations

The model usedfor our studiesof gravity wavebreakdomainsizes
ing in two and three dimensionssolvesthe equationsex- definedby (x0, y0,z0), the nondimensional
pressingconservationof mass,momentum,and energy appropriateto eachof two domains(seebelow). This

(the Eulerequations)describing
nonlineardynamicsin

choice of basis functions

an inviscid, compressible,stratified fluid. Included in
theseequations,however,are terms representingan artificial diffusionto accountfor dissipationof energy at
small scalesin a manner permitting the physical description of processesoccurring at larger scalesof motion. These equations may be written in the form

points given by

leads to a set of collocation

(xt, Ym,zn) - (2•rllNr, 2•rmlNy,cos(2•rn/Nz)), (4)

with 0 _• l_• N•- 1, 0_• m_• Ny- 1, and 0_• n _• Nz.
Spatial derivativesin the governingequationsare then
computedusingfast Fouriertransformsand Chebyshev
recursionrelationsin a manner followingCanuto et al.
Op
[1988],permittinga highdegreeof utilizationof present
0-T
+ v. (pv)- 0,
dv
vector/parallel
computers.
(1)
p•- -- --•7p
+ pg+ F + P,
The diffusion terms P and Q are representedas
spectral diffusionin our model formulation. This ap• +7pV.v- Q,
proachwassuggested
by Tadmot[1989],who applied
the
method
to
one-dimensional
shockwaves,and adopted
wherev - (u, v, w) is velocity,p is density,p is pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ? is the for a Fouricr/Chebyshevmethod for the presentprobratio of specific heats. The pressureand density are lem by Andreassenet al. [1993]. Thesediffusionterms
related to temperature through the equation of state,
p = pRT, and we use the potential temperature, de-

are

finedas0 = T(po]p)•t/cpwithp0a reference
pressure,
as an approximate tracer of fluid motions.
The additional

terms in the momentum

are described

Spectral Representation

further

below.

and Spectral Diffusion

representationof the solutionwheretrigonometricfunctions and Chebyshevpolynomialsdescribethe horizontal and vertical structure, respectively. As a result,
our solutions are periodic in the horizontal directions
and admit nonperiodic solutions and boundary conboundaries.

i- 1•2,3 (5)

Q- (7- 1)ETJ(z)•x•x
• •J* , (6)
j----1

where the stars denote multiplication in spectral space,

x - (x, y, z) is the nondimensional
positionvector,k (kr, ky,k•) is the nondimensional
wavenumber
vector,
and T is nondimensionaltemperature.
The spectral viscositycoefficientpi is written in the

Equations(1) are solvedin Cartesiancoordinates form
(x, y,z), usinga spectralcollocationmethoddescribed
by Canutoet al. [1988]. We usea Fourier/Chebyshev

ditions at the horizontal

•

and adiabatic

energyequationsincludea sourceterm F to excitegravity wavesand artificial diffusion terms P and Q to reduce the truncation errors causedby the nonlinear cascade of energy toward small spatial scales. The forms
of these terms

Pi- j=l
E Tj(z)•-•x
j Pj*•

We also nondi-

mensionalizeall variables with respect to the density

scaleheightH, the soundspeedc•, with c• - 7gH, a
timescaleH/cs, anda reference
temperatureTo, density

=

where Ni is the number of collocation points in direction xi, with the kinematic spectral viscosityvarying
inverselywith density •

=

(s)

The expressionfor thermal diffusivity is likewisegiven
by

=

p0, and pressurep0 for this and subsequentdiscussions.
Finally, the functionalformsof the Chebyshevweight
With these choicesthe atmosphereis isothermal and function 9oand of the componentspectral diffusioncothe nondimensionalBrunt-Viiisiilii frequencysquaredis efficients
ui(ki) and t•i(ki) are

N2 = (7- 1)/72.
The solutionsare approximatedby expressions
of the
form

Ti(z)- I 41
1,- z2,

ii- 31,2,

(10)
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i- a2Ni/k•,ki•_
0.
<av/-•,

'

two and three spatial dimensions.As such,it was con-

(11) structed using two model domains in the vertical be-

where a • 1.5 is an empirical constant and Ni is the
number of collocationpoints in direction i. This formu-

lation of the diffusionhas the advantagesthat it damps
small scalesin a manner similar to eddy diffusion, it
leaves larger scalesunaffected by dissipation, and the
method can be provento convergefor severalproblems
involving conservationlaws as the thresholdwavenumbers increase and the diffusion coefficients decrease with

cause Chebyshev computational requirementsvary as

~ Nz• in eachdomain.Thusmultipledomains
stacked
on top of eachother can be more efficientthan a single
largedomainwith the samenumberof Chebyshevcollo-

cationpoints[Wasberg,
1992].A furtherefficiency
was
achievedby allowing different Ni in the two domains
to provide resolution where it was neededand to focus
computationalresourceson the most relevant physics.
In this particular experimentthe lower and upper do-

increasingNi as in equation(7)[Maday and Tadmot,
1989;Chene! al., 1992;Maday et al., 1993].
The dissipation
termsin equations
(1), givenformally
by equations(5) and (6), may be expressedat high
wavenumbers
as •7(y. •7v) in the momentumequation
(afterdividingby density)andV(•. VT)in theenergy

mainswerescaledto nondimensional
depthsof z•,0- 4
and z2,0= 1.5, with the first subscriptsreferringto the

for air [Landauand Lifshiiz, 1959]. Thesedissipation

the field variables

terms were tuned in our code to provide physical spectral energy variations at large wavenumbersin order
to avoid energyaccumulationnear the maximum wavenumbersin the region of wave instability at intermediate levels of the upper domain. For the simulation results presentedhere, these coefficientswere taken to be

Finally, open boundary conditionswere imposedat
the lower boundary of the lower domain and the upper
boundaryof the upper domainto insurepropagationof
wave energy originating within the model domainsout-

lower and upper domains,respectively,and eachdomain
had horizontal dimensionsx0 = 4 and y0 = 2. The horizontal componentsof the solution were required to be
periodic given our choiceof Fourier decompositionin
equation, where y is the kinematic viscositycoefficient, x and y. Matching conditionsat the interfacebetween
n is the thermal diffusion coefficient,and the ratio of
domainswere specifiedby using the upwind charactertheseis the Prandtl number,Pr - y/•, whichis • 0.71 istic values at the interface. This insured continuity of
between domains.

ward with minimum

influences of wave reflection on the

interior solution. These boundary and interface con-

y • 0.03 and • • 0.05 (nondimensionally)
at the center ditions were formulated using pseudo-one-dimensional
of the upper domain, with valuesat the lower boundary
of the lower domain of y0 - 0.0003 and •0 - 0.0005.

Time Integration
Solutions were advanced in time using an explicit
second-orderRunge-Kutta method with variable time
stepsto provide efficientcomputationfor large scalesof
motion and to insure numerical stability as energy cascadedto smaller spatial scales.Variable time stepsalso
served

as a tool

to monitor

the

calculations

characteristicsto describepropagationnear the boundary/interface,as describedby Wasbergand Andreassen
[1990]and Andreassen
et al. [1992].
It is convenient
to write equations(1) in vectorform,

U, + AU• + BU• + CU• + b = D•U,
where subscriptsdenotepartial derivatives,

and aid

in tuning the spectral diffusion parameters discussed
above.

U-

The required accuracy in our simulations was moderate

in the ODE

sense and the function

evaluations

p

u

p

0

u

0

u

0 0

v

,

.A-

0

1/p

0

0

u

0

0

0

0

0

u

0

p

0

7P

0

0

u

ing that a low-order method should be used. As a result, the widely usedRunge-Kutta codesRK45 and DOPRI5 requiring six and sevenfunction evaluationsper
step were judged to be too expensivefor our applicaOur choice instead was a second-order scheme

0

w

were computationallyexpensive(~ 80- 90% of total
computingtime) and requiredlargememory,suggest-

tions.

(1•)

w

0

v

o

p

o

o

o

v

o

o

o

o o

v

o lip

o

o

o

v

o

o

o 7p

o

v

0

p

o

(13)

0

o
o
with third-ordererror estimation,RK2(3) [Andreassen
0 w
0
0
et al., 1993].Because
the solutions
variedstronglywith
o
,
0 0 w o
b0 ,
height,it wasalsonecessary
to introducea setof weightw lip
ing functionsto provide comparablesensitivityof the
0
0
0
7P
w
error estimatorat all heightsand for eachphysicalvariable. This yieldedan increasein the time stepsand a and the term D2U is the dissipation
term.
reductionin computingtimesby an orderof magnitude.
To treat the horizontal boundaries, the matrixes

000

Domain Decomposition, Matching and Boundary Conditions

Our spectral collocationcode was designedto provide efficientsimulationsof compressibledynamicsin

•

and B are ignored and the vertical contribution of
vanishes

at the horizontal

boundaries

because of the

Chebyshev
weightfunctions(seeequation(10)). The
elementsof ½ are assumedto be slowly varying and
denoted with hats such that
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U, + •U• - -b.

(14)

small-scale structures

near domain boundaries.
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This

functionwasselected
suchthat thevelocityUo(z)at z =

The eigenvalues
and corresponding
left eigenvectors
of
•are

A1- •- a,,
A• = •b,
Aa= •b,

ll - {0,0,0,-•,
1},
1• = {0, 1,0,0,0},
la = {0, O,1, O,0},

A4- tb,
A• - t5 + 2,,

14- { 1,0, 0, 0, - 1/
1•- {0, 0, 0,/•,, 1},

5 was equal to the horizontalphasespeedof the forced
wave,yieldingan initial criticallayer at that height.
A gravity wavewasforcedin the lowerdomainby a
vertical body force of the form

f(x,z,t) - fo•(t)e
-(*-•)•/*•sin{cot
- kox}

(19)

(15)
where ?:, is the sound speed. The characteristicvari-

V/•-/10,

ablesare definedas •Pi- l•i(li. U) with i - 1,..., 5.
Then choosing/?i- 1, we obtain

0_<t_< 10,
10 < t <_50,
50 < t _<60,
60< t,

1,

•(t)
- 0V/,(t
-50)/10,

--tSfr,w + p,

(e0)

where f0 - 0.02 is the forcing amplitude, 5 - 3 is the
height of maximumforce, and a = 0.5 expresses
the
width of the forcing. The horizontal wavenumberof
the forcingwas Ik01= 2•r/xo = •r/2 and corresponds
•P4q-(•Plq-•P$)/2as
2
to a wavelengthequal to the domainlength. The frequencyof the forcingwaschosen
to be w = •r/10, which
U=
•Pa
.
(17) is slightly below the Brunt-V•iis/il/ifrequencyand correspondsto a horizontalphasespeedof c = 0.2 and the
+
initial mean horizontalvelocityat z- 5.
This forcingexcited a gravity wave which increased
To constructconditionsat the upper and lowerboundaries,we note that "information"carriedalongthe first smoothlyin amplitudewith time and decreasing
denand last characteristicsis propagatedwith the sound sity and whichyieldedrapid verticalpropagationand

•b-

p

v,

(16)

speed in both directions relative to an observer moving with the fluid, while the intermediate characteris-

tics carry "information"with the velocityof the fluid.
As long as the velocity is subsonic,there will be one
inflowand one outflowfast characteristic,
while the directionof the slow characteristics
might change,depending on the solution. Whether inflow or outflow
conditionsapply for a specifiedlocation is determined

at the previoustime step. The variablescorresponding to the slow inflow characteristicsare related to the

instability at upper levels. This resultedin initial convectiveinstability in the upper domain near t ', 37 and

z ' 4.75. At this time and locationthe intrinsicphase
speed and period of the wave motion were ,, 20 ms-•

and ,-, 20 rain and are representative
of thosegravity
wavemotionsaccountingfor the dominantenergyand
momentumfluxesin the mesosphere
and lowerthermosphere.

Interpolation

and Initiation

of Three-Dimensional

Structure

valuesnear the boundaryusingan extrapolationprocedurebasedon the interiorneighboring
valuesat the
Our major objectivein this seriesof papersis the
previoustime step.The variablescorresponding
to the description of the transition from 2-D to 3-D flows as
fast incomingcharacteristicare equatedto the values a consequence
of gravity wave breaking. Given this,
obtainedassuming
hydrostatic
equilibrium.This gives the 3-D simulations were initiated from 2-D simulasmooth and stable results. The conditions at the intions at lowerresolutionat a time shortlybeforethe
terfacebetweendomainsare formulatedby usingout- occurrenceof convectiveinstability. With convective
flow information from each domain to calculate the five
instabilityfirst occurringnear t- 37, we convertedto
characteristic
variablesand solvethe systemobtained higherspatialresolutionin x and z, addeda transverse
for the physicalvariablesat the newtime step.
(y or spanwise)
dimension,
andinserteda broad,weak
3-D noisespectrumat t - 35 to allowthe subsequent
Model Environment and Gravity Wave Forcing flowinstabilityto evolvein a physicalmanner.Without
thesolutionwouldhaveremained
purely
Initially, the medium was assumedto be in hydro- noiseinsertion
static equilibrium with constant nondimensionaltem-

perature T - 1 and a horizontalmean motion given
by

2-D indefinitely.
Interpolationto a finer meshwas accomplished
by

simply increasingthe numberof spectralcomponents
Ni in x and z with zero initial amplitude. A third dimensionwasaddedin a similarmannerby associating
all 2-D structures
with ky - 0 andallowingfor the sub-

Uo(z)
- 0.2
- z/2)•r}),4
<z_•5.5.
0,(1+cos{(3
O_<z<4,
(18)

The role of this shear flow was to confine the dominant

wave activity within the upper model domain and avoid

sequent
evolution
of andinteractions
among
nonzero
ky
initiated by the insertion of a 3-D noisefield.
The 3-D noisespectrum wasintroducedinto the density field to trigger thoseinstabilitiesthat werefavored
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by the large-scale,2-D flow. This noisespectrumhad
the form

9(l•)-aoe'•i•'(1
-9y/k•-9ky
• -9k])-4

IN TWO AND THREE

DIMENSIONS,

1

Two-Dimensional Gravity Wave
Breaking

(21)

We present in this section a high-resolutionsimulation of gravity wavebreakingin two dimensionsto conwherea0 - 10-5, • is a randomnumberin the interval trast this evolution with the corresponding3-D evolu[0,1],and9(k) is chosen
to decaywith increasing
[k[as tion discussedbelow. This simulation was performed
~ [k[-4 tolimitnoise
atlargeIk[ina manner
consistentwith Fourier-Chebyshev
representationin (x,z) with
with increaseddissipation at those scales. As a test, we 96 x 49 componentsin each domain, yielding an ability

alsoperformeda simulationwith a0 - 2.5 x 10-4 and
other parametersunchangedto assessthe effectsof a
larger initial noisefield on wavefield evolutionand instability. This larger noiseamplitude resultedin more

rapid waveinstabilityand collapse(by At ~ 5) but did
not influenceinstability scalesor the effectsof instabil-

ity on the wave field evolution. Thus we presenthere
only the resultsobtained with the smaller noiseamplitude.

to follow the evolution of the flow features to scales
much smaller than the dominant
wave scales.
We

presentresults, however,only in the upper domain as
this was where the gravity wave achievedan unstable
amplitude due to density decay and the presenceof a
mean shear at upper levels. The simulation was extended to a nondimensional time of t - 90, equal to
~ 2.5 periods of the forced wave after attainment of
convectiveinstability within the wave field.

2D potent, ial t,emperat, ure
t-

55

t-60

1.00
0.75

0.50
0.25
0.00

t-65

t-70

1.00
0.75

0.50
0.25
0.00

t-
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t-

80

t-
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t-90

1.00
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-• 0.50
0.25
0.00
1.00

0.75

0.50
0.25
0.00

0.25

0.50
X/X

0

0.75

1.00

0.25

0.50
X/X

0.75

1.00

0

Figure 1. Contoursof potentialtemperaturefor the two-dimensional
gravity wavesimulation
as seenin a frame movingwith the waveat t - 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90.
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begin to form (t -,, 70), whichsuggestlocal valuesof

The 2-D evolution is displayedwith contoursof potential temperature and perturbation velocity vectorsin
a referenceframe movingwith the gravity wavehorizontal phasespeedat intervals of At = 5 from t = 55 to 90
in Figures i and 2. These reveal a 2-D breaking structure in qualitative agreementwith the results of Win-

the Richardson number based on the large-scale wave
and mean motions of Ri ,,, 0.1 or less. The billow struc-

tures that result have initial orientations with generally

negativecorrelationsof u* and w*, whereprimesdenote
eddy fields and positive fluctuations are in the direction
of horizontal wave propagation and upward, consistent

with a downwardtransportof positive(x) momentum
ters andD'Asaro[1989]and Walterscheid
andSchubert neededto stabilizethe local shearflow (seeFigures1
[1990],with approximatelyisotropicrolling structures and 2).

initiated within regionsof convectiveinstability. These
rolls appear to result from the fluid motion exceeding
the horizontal wave phasespeednear the wave crest and
contribute to the extraction of energyfrom the primary
gravity wave. Nevertheless,the linear stability analysis

by Wintersand Riley [1992]suggests
that thesestructures may be a manifestation of dynamical instability.
This interpretation is supportedby very large valuesof

As the evolution proceeds,there is evidenceof initial
pairing of adjacent vortex structures and an apparent
smooth, continuing transfer of wave energy to smaller
scales. In particular, the billow structures in the bottom left-handportion of the panelsdisplayedin Figures
i and 2 appear to increasein amplitude until t ,-, 85,
at which time their vertical

extent exceeds the vertical

wavelength of the incident gravity wave. Thereafter,

the localvelocityshear(seethe discussion
of Figure9 in these billows begin to decay as additional eddy strucsectionbelow)nearthe time at whichthesestructures tures appear and energy is dissipatedat smaller scales

ED perturbation

velocity
t-

t=55

60

1.00 ................................................
0.75

..............................................
2a L:, :;,

..

'.k/•

.- - ._._-_*z-t_

0.•

'.2•
:.-..--=--- ............ :::

..... _._-_-•

0.25

0.00

t-70

t=65
................................

,

...........

,

.....

o.s.
0.25
0.00

0.75

0.00 I,•,•.•-•'L::,,<,•c•::::

............

,

t=85

0.25

0.50
x/x

0

t - 90

0.75

1.00

0.25

0.50
x/x

0.75

1.00

0

Figure 2. Perturbation velocity vectorsfor the simulation and times shownin Figure 1.
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throughoutthe wavefield. The small-scaleflow features
are accentuatedwith the perturbation velocity vectors
in Figure 2 whichshowmore clearlythe departuresfrom
the incident wave structure and the sitesof eddy kinetic
energy enhancements.
The effects of this nonlinear

2-D evolution

on the am-

plitude of the primary wave are seen in the potential
temperature fieldsin Figure 1. These reveal a tendency
for the wave motion to be saturated by the nonlinear
transfer of energy to smaller scalesbut with persistent
regionsof convectiveinstability and a significantdegree
of supersaturationdue to the gradual rate of this transfer. Another measureof the degreeof supersaturation
of the incident wave motion is providedby comparing
horizontal perturbation velocitieswith the intrinsic horizontal phasespeedsat thoseheights. The phasespeeds
computedfrom the vertical wavelengthof the incident

wavemotion(but not shown)revealperturbationve-

IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS,

1

responseis at larger wavenumbers,with maximum am-

plitudesat Ikl ~ 2•rto 3•r,corresponding
to the smallscalestructuresseenin Figures 1 and 2. Wavenumbers

Ikrl - •r and 3•r/2 are foundto havephasestructures
in approximateagreementwith the incident wavein the
regionof primary wavebreaking,with evanescentstructures at higher and lower levels due to outward propagation and increasingintrinsic phasespeeds. Higher
harmonicsare more nearly confinedto the breakingregion and do not exhibit a clear phase structure with
Z.

The instability growth and its influenceson the incident gravity waveare illustratedmoreclearlyin Figure
4. Here we seethat the incidentwaveceasesgrowthand
beginsa gradual decayat t ,,, 40, due to the decreaseof
waveforcingin the lower domainbeginningat t - 50,
the evolution toward smaller vertical scales within the

wavefield,andthe associated
reductionof energytrans-

locities exceedingtheir nominal saturated amplitudes

portsinto the regionof wavebreaking. Harmonicsof the

by ,,, 30 to 50% throughoutmuchof the regionof wave

incident wave with clear phase structure achievetheir

instability.

maximum amplitudessomewhatlater, with energyat
smaller scalesgrowingrapidly during this interval in
responseto wavefield instability and achievinga maximum at t ,,, 85. It will be seen below, however,that
the gravity wave amplitude obtained in this 2-D simulation is substantiallylarger than that occurringwhen
3-D instabilitiesare permitted to evolvewithin the wave

Two-Dimensional Kinetic Energy
at Small

Scales

The evolution and energeticsof small-scalestructures in the 2-D simulation are characterizedusing the
spectral distribution of kinetic energy in x and the
kinetic energy for various kr averagedover the layer

field.

0.2 _• z2/z2,o _• 0.6 as functionsof time. Energycontent spectra are shownin Figure 3 to illustrate the
Gravity Wave
dominant scalesof the wave and eddy structuresat the Three-Dimensional
level of wave breaking. The averagedkinetic energy Breaking
shownin Figure 4 better illustratesthe globalexchange
To contrast gravity wave breaking in two and three
of energy among the variouscomponentsof the motion
field.
dimensions,we presenthere resultsof a simulationperReferring to Figure 3, we note that instability is formed with the same maximum resolution as above,
precededby a nonlinear transfer of energy from the but with a third dimensionincluded with equal transforced gravity wave to its harmonicsat smaller horizon- verse resolution. This simulation was performed with

tal scales,primarily[kr[- •r and3•r/2 (wavenumbers
2
and3 relativeto the horizontaldomain).Onceinstability hasoccurred(after t ,,, 60), however,the dominant
2D kinetic
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Figure 4. Kinetic energiesin the upper domainaver-

agedover0.2 < z2/z2,o• 0.6 for the two-dimensional

Figure 3. Energy-contentspectra of kinetic energy, gravity wave simulation from t - 35 to 90. Solid,
E•(kr), for the two-dimensionalgravity wave simula- dashed,and dottedcurvesshowthe Ik•l- •r/2, •r, and
tion at t - 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90.
> •r contributions,respectively.
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Fourier-Fourier-Chebyshev
representationin (z,y, z),

bation velocityfieldsobtainedfor the ky = 0 compo-

with 96 x 48 x 49 componentsin the upper domain,
64 x 32 x 33 components in the lower domain, x0 and

nentsof the motion field at times correspondingto those
fields in Figures i and 2. These reveal striking differ-

z2,0as above,and y0 = 2 in eachdomain. This yields encesbetweenthe 2-D and the 3-D ky = 0 evolutions
isotropicresolutionin the domain interiors and an ability to follow the evolution of small-scaleflow features
toward isotropic motions in responseto wave instability and the resultingenergycascadetoward small scales.
As in the 2-D simulation discussedabove, the 3-D simulation presented here was extended to t - 90 to describeboth the rapid initial instability evolutionand its
subsequentbreakdown and transition to smaller-scale,
isotropic motions. Results are again displayedonly in
the upper domain as this was where the gravity wave
achievedan unstable amplitude.

and the amplitude limits imposedon the incident gravity wave by small-scale instability structures in each
case. Whereas the 2-D evolution exhibits substantial,
persistent overturning of the wave field and sustained
and energetic activity at smaller scales,the 3-D evolution undergoesa rapid collapseof the initially large

regionof convective
instability(due to the smallinitial
noiseamplitude)and is constrained
at later timesby
the more vigorousvortex structuresdescribedin detail

in the companionpaperby Fritts et al. [thisissue].
Differencesbetween the two evolutionsbegin to ap-

pear asearly ast = 65 in the 2-D and 3-D ky = 0 fields

Three-Dimensional ky - 0 Potential

shown. In each case, an isolated region of high potential temperature is observedto form in responseto the
To assess
the effectsof the 3-D transverse
(ky • O) initial wave overturning and to persist until t ~ 75.
instability on the incident wave amplitude, we show in But while this feature is entrained by the vigorous2-D
Figures 5 and 6 the potential temperature and pertur- rolling structuresin the 2-D simulation,no correspondTemperature

and Velocity Fields
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Figure 5. Contoursof potentialtemperaturefor the ky - 0 components
of the three-dimensional
gravity wavesimulationat the times displayedin Figure 1.
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Figure 6. Perturbation
velocity
vectors
forthe ku- 0 components
of thethree-dimensional

gravitywavesimulation
at thetimesdisplayed
in Figure2.

ingevolutionor energetic
2-D motionsareseento occur ulationby the morerapid evolutionof 3-D instability

in the 3-D simulation at later times. The 3-D wave col-

structures

at smaller

scales.

lapseand energytransferfrom the incidentwaveto the

The perturbation
velocityfieldslikewisereveallarge
differences
between
the 2-D andthe 3-D k• - 0 evolmotion field such as seen in the 2-D evolution shown in
utions(Figures2 and 6). Until t = 70, the twofields
Figuresi and 2. Instead,the dominantenergytrans- are almostidentical.Cleardifferences
are apparentas
fers and fluxes in the 3-D evolution are due to smallearlyast = 75, however,
wherethe 3-D k• = 0 fields
scalestructures
that are inherentlythreedimensional, exhibitsimilarstructures
but with substantially
smaller
with motionsand vorticityin all three directions.These amplitudes.At latertimesthe strongtwo-cellstructure
structures also clearly are much more effective at limseenin the 2-D evolutionis replacedby a weaker,sin-

instabilitystructures
hasno signature
in the k• - 0

iting the incidentwaveamplitudeas early in the ev-

glecellandeddystructuresthroughoutthe domainare

olutionast -.- 65, wherethe degreeof overturning
in stronglysuppressed
in the 3-D ku - 0 evolution.The
the 3-D k• = 0 potentialtemperature
fieldis already relative energeticsof the two simulationsare addressed
substantially
lessthan in the corresponding
2-D simu- in more detail below.
lation.Thesedepartures
accelerate
withtime,resulting Giventhe comparisons
presented
above,it appears
in nearlyadiabaticregions(asopposed
to extended
su- that 2-D simulations
are largelyunableto describeeiperadiabatic
regions
in the 2-D simulation)
andmuch thertheinstabilityprocesses
contributing
to wavesatusmallerwavevelocities
at heightsofinitial waveinstabil- rationor the implications
of wavebreakingforspectral
ity. At greaterheights
the 3-D k• = 0 waveamplitudes evolutionand transportsof energy,momentum,
heat,
are constrained to values smaller than in the 2-D simand constituents
for gravitywavesat higherintrinsic

ANDREASSENET AL.' GRAVITY WAVE BREAKINGIN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS,1
frequencies.However,our resultsalsosuggestthat 2-D
simulationswith an appropriate convectiveadjustment
schememay capture some of the qualitative effectsof
3-D instability on wave amplitudes and transports.
Three-Dimensional
at

Small

Kinetic Energy
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incident wave structure. Thereafter, the primary wave
is constrained to amplitudes very much smaller than
permitted in the 2-D simulation becauseof the much
more efficient energy extraction by the transverse,3-D
instability.

Scales

Comparison of Momentum
The energeticsof small-scalestructures in the 3-D
simulation

are assessed as in the 2-D

simulation

Mean

Flow

Fluxes and

Evolutions

dis-

cussedabovebut with the kinetic energycomputedsep-

We now consider the relative transports of momen-

aratelyfor motionswith ky - 0 and ky • 0 to compare tum by the incident wave and the small-scale struc-

the energy transfers in the two simulations. Prior to
t - 60, the 2-D and 3-D simulationsare virtually identical, with a nonlinear excitation of harmonics of the

incidentwave(at ky - 0) and a gradualdecayof incident wave energy due to the evolution of the mean
wind profile. Thereafter, however, the evolutions of
the 2-D and 3-D simulationsdivergein important ways.
Whereas the 2-D simulation displaysstrong growth of

the KH structuresat smallerscales(Ikxl > ½r),the 3-D
simulation exhibits much weaker growth of the higher

tures occurringin the 2-D and 3-D simulationsin order
to contrast their influenceson the mean velocity field.
Thus we present profiles of the vertical flux of horizon-

tal momentum(per unit mass),u'w', for the incident
gravitywave,its harmonics
at Ik•l > I andky - O,and
the instabilitystructuresat ky • 0 fromt - 40 to 90
for the 2-D and 3-D simulationsin Figure 8. The net
effectsof thesetransportsfor the mean velocity profile
in each caseare comparedin Figure 9.

harmonics
at ky - 0 and muchmorerapidgrowth(approximately twice the growth rate of the 2-D motions

at large Ikxl) of the kineticenergyof structureswith
ky • 0 (seeFigure7). This eddykineticenergygrowth
in the 3-D simulation

is associated

with

vortex struc-

tures that distort the isosurfacesof potential temperature in Plate I and which are discussedfurther by Fritts

et al. [thisissue]. Thesestructuresare a consequence
of the primary mode of convectiveinstability of the primary wavemotion when the evolutionis not artificially

2D
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constrained
to two dimensions.
The ky • 0 eddystruc.

tures grow approximately exponentially until t ~ 70
and achieve a maximum at t ~ 75, at which time the
instability is fully developedand stonglyinfluencingthe
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Mean velocity profiles obtained in the 2-D and 3D simulations are displayedtogether in Figure 9 from
t = 40 to 90. These show, consistent with the momentum flux profiles displayedin Figure 8, that the majority of the mean flow accelerationshave occurred prior

to wavedissipationby energeticinstabilities(t ~ 60 to
70). Our purposehereis to examinethe evolutionsand
their differencesin the presenceof 2-D and 3-D instabilities. The profiles are virtually indistinguishableuntil
t ~ 60. Thereafter, however, the incident wave am-

0.2

plitudes(and momentumfluxes)beginto differin the
0.0

0.00

Figure

0.25

9.

0.50

0.75

1.00

Mean velocity profiles for the two-

dimensional(dashed) and three-dimensional
(solid)
gravity wave simulationsat the times shownin Figure
8. Successive
profilesare displacedby 0.1 and the initial
profile is shown as a dashedcurve at the left.

two simulations due to the more rapid amplitude limits
imposedby the 3-D instability. The differencesbegin
to manifest themselvesin the mean velocity profilesafter t ~ 70, where we note suppressedaccelerationsat
greater heightsand increasedaccelerationsat lowerlev-

elsin the 3-D simulation.Thesearisedueto the greater
momentum flux divergenceat lower levels and the reduced fluxes at greater heights imposed by the more
severe constraints on the incident wave amplitude by
the 3-D instability structures.
An interesting consequenceof the larger transports

Wave and Eddy Momentum
The 2-D and 3-D simulations

Fluxes
exhibit

almost identical

wave fluxes of momentum prior to the attainment of en-

ergeticinstability structuresand their associatedlimits
on the incident wave amplitude. Becausethe instability
structures evolve much more rapidly in the 3-D simulation, however,the incident wave fluxes of momentum in
this caseare stronglysuppressed
by t ~ 70 and muchreduced thereafter. This evolution proceedsmore slowly
in the 2-D simulation,with larger fluxespersistinguntil
later times.
Harmonics

of the incident

wave are excited

allowedin the 2-D simulationis the creationof a significantly larger mean shear in the 2-D than in the 3-D
evolutionnear z2 ~ 0.3 and t ~ 70. It is this largeshear
that permits the evolutionof much more vigorousKH

instabilitiesin the 2-D than in the 3-D simulation(see
FiguresI and 5). The net effectof waveand instability
transports of momentum in both casesis a reduction of
the initial mean shear at greater heightsand enhanced
shearsat lower levels,with the 3-D simulation leading
to generallyweakershearsand a broaderdistributionof
the momentum transported vertically from lower levels.

in both

simulationsas the incident wave motion achieveslarge
amplitude. In each case,these contribute positivefluxes

Summary and Conclusions

at intermediatelevelsand early times (t ~ 60), sug-

We have developed a three-dimensional, nonlinear,
compressible,spectral collocation model and applied it

gestingwave structureswith commonphaseslopesand
directionsof propagationwith the incidentwave. Some-

to the problem of gravity wave breaking in the atmosphere. To facilitate efficient simulation of the wave
field evolution, we chosewave parameters that would
positiveaboveand negativebelowthe regionof primary yield rapid vertical propagation and transition to inwave breaking, due to the negative and positive wave stability. To demonstrate the differencesbetween twoand meanshearsat theselocations(seeFigures2 and and three-dimensional simulations of wave instability,
6). The eddyfluxestransitionto largenegativefluxes we have compared in this paper the two-dimensional
at lowerlevelsand later times (t ~ 70 to 80), due to wave field evolutions and the energeticsof the wave
the excitationof KH instabilities(the rollingstructures and instability structures in two and three dimensions.

what later, however,both 2-D (ky = 0) and 3-D (ky ½
0) eddystructurescontributefluxeswhichare initially

seenin Figures1 and 5) within the regionof largewave
and mean shears occurring at this position and time.
These structuresbecomevery energeticin the 2-D simulation and account for the large displacementsof potentiM temperature and high eddy energylevelsat late
stagesof the evolution seenin Figure 4. In the 3-D simulationthe KH structuresare lessenergetic(seeFigure

7) and maketheir primarycontributions
in the ky • 0

Companionpapersby Fritts et al. [this issue]and Islet et al. [this issue]addressthe detailedstructureof
the instability responsiblefor wave saturation and the
subsequenttransition to isotropic small-scalestructure.
Our simulations

reveal dramatic

differences between

two- and three-dimensionalevolutions of a breaking
gravity wave. The major differences include a very
much more rapid breakdown of the unstable wave struc-

componentsof the motion field. The eddy momentum

ture (within a buoyancyperiod),strongerconstraints

fluxesare discussed
in more detail by Fritts et al. [this
issue].

on waveamplitudes,and vigorousinstability structures
aligned parallel to the incident gravity wave in the
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Momentum transfer by gravity
three-dimensional
simulation(elongatedin the stream- Bretherton, F.P.,
waves, Q. J. R. Meterol. $oc., 95, 213-243, 1969.
wise direction), relative to the two-dimensional
simAs a result, we conclude that wave break- Browand, F. K., and T. Troutt, A note on spanwise
structure in the two-dimensional mixing layer, J.
ing, at least in the parameter range addressedby our
Fluid Mech., 97, 771-781, 1980.
simulations, is an inherently three-dimensionalprocess
that cannot be described in a physical manner in two- Browand, F. K., and T. Troutt, The turbulent mixing
dimensional simulations. Thus the majority of the conlayer: Geometry of large vortices, J. Fluid Mech.,
sequencesof wave breaking for the atmosphere and
158, 489-509, 1985.
oceans,suchas the intensity, morphology,and intermitBusse,F. H., and R. M. Clever, Instabilities of convectency of turbulence, the induced transports and turbution rolls in a fluid of moderate Prandtl number, J.
lent diffusionof heat and constituents,and the implicaFluid Mech., 91,319-335, 1979.
tions of wave-wave and wave-mean flow interactions
for
Canuto, C., M. Y. Hussaini,A. Quarteroni, T. A. Zang,
evolutionof the wavespectrumwith heightand its influSpectral Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Springerenceson the mean flow, may require three-dimensional
Verlag, New York, 1988.
studies for their resolution. We anticipate, however, Chen, G. Q., Q. Du, and E. Tadmot, Spectral viscosity
that the more important consequences
of wave breakapproximationsto multidimensionalscalarconservaing in 3-D may be parameterizedsuitably in 2-D simution laws, reprint from Univ. of Tel-Aviv, 1992.
lations once the effects are sufficiently understood.
Clark, T. L., and R. D. Farley, SeveredownslopewindAdditional
work is needed to determine whether the
storms in two and three spatial dimensionsusing
results presented here are representativeof wave breakanelasticinteractivegrid nesting:A possiblemechaing for more generalwave and mean flow environments.
nismfor gustiness,J. Atrnos.$ci., 41,329-350, 1984.
In particular, subsequentstudieswill addresswavebreak- Clever, R. M., and F. H. Busse, Three-dimensional
ing at lowerintrinsicfrequencies,in moregeneralshear
convectionin a horizontal fluid layer subjectedto a
flows, in a multiple-wave environment, and the impliconstant shear, J. Fluid Mech., 234, 511-527, 1992.
cationsof the inducedturbulencefor mixing and trans- Dunkerton, T. J., Stochastic parameterization of gravports.
ity wave stresses, J. Atrnos. $ci., 39, 1711-1725,
ulation.

1982.
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